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SHOOT THE BOOK!
Shoot the Book! is an international event initiated by French publishers,
members of the SCELF (Société Civile des Éditeurs de Langue Française) and the BIEF (Bureau International de l’Édition Française). It is
organized by the SCELF, the “Institut français”, and Film Paris Region
with the support of the Film Market of Cannes and the Cannes Film
Festival, the Frankfurt Book Fair, Pro Helvetia, the “Centre Français de
la Copie”, and the Sofia.
Covid prevented audiovisual professionals from freely circulating in
2020 and 2021, thus limiting in-person meetings. This ninth edition of
our event promises to be an exceptional one.
- 10 pitches will be presented by an international
panel of publishers on Thursday, May 19.
- 43 publishers worldwide will welcome producers
looking for strong intellectual properties on Friday, May 20.
The present guide is twofold:
- The first part is dedicated to the pitching session,
where you will find the 47 applications, with a spotlight
on the 10 works selected by our outstanding international jury.
- The second part, which features more than 80 literary works,
aims to facilitate discussions with the owners of adaptation
rights: 43 publishers and agents worldwide.
In a global context where the demand for rich content is skyrocketing
and producers are always on the lookout for the right story, Shoot the
Book! plays a more central role than ever in fostering the adaptation
business.
We wish you an exciting event full of new discoveries!
Nathalie Piaskowski, Executive Director
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nathalie.alliel@actes-sud.fr
04 90 49 33 75

[ Dans sa chair ]

IN HIS FLESH
A surgeon abandons his wife
in an airport. He disappears during
a stopover as they leave for Sydney
together. This devastated woman
is a sculptor, and his practice will
save her. This book explores what,
in the life of a man capable of great
love, can generate such cowardice.

Actes Sud was founded in 1978,
by Hubert Nyssen and his wife, Christine Le Boeuf,
in a village in the Baux valley, South of France
where they were soon joined by the other founders:
Françoise Nyssen, Bertrand Py, Jean-Paul Capitani.

Le Méjan, Place Nina Berberova
13633 Arles cedex france
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Nathalie Alliel

[
]
ACTES SUD
Yasmine Chami

[ Une Sortie honorable ]

AN HONOURABLE
EXIT
Eric Vuillard
4

The Indochina War is one of the longest
modern wars. Yet, in school textbooks,
it barely exists. A HONORABLE OUTING
tells how, in a prodigious reversal
of history, two of the world’s leading
powers lost to a tiny people.

[ buveurs de vent ]

WIND DRINKERS

Founded in 1900, Albin Michel is one of the most
important and independent publishing
groups in France, with over 6,000 working titles,
combining authors of prestige and
newly discovered talents.

22 rue Huyghens
75014 Paris france
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Marie Dormann

marie.dormann@albin-michel.fr
01 42 79 10 70

[
]
ALBIN MICHEL
Franck Bouysse

[ les lendemains ]

THE FOLLOWING
DAYS
Melissa Da Costa

6

In an isolated mountain town, generations
unfold under the iron rule of a local tyrant.
But a close-knit group of siblings will
upset the system. Marc, who reads
in secret, Luc, the tragic child, Mathieu,
who hears the trees think who's tuned
in to the thoughts of the trees /
who understands the whispers of the
trees, and Mabel, the devastating beauty...

Amande takes refuge in the countryside
to cope with a double bereavement.
In the house she rents, she finds the
gardening diaries of the former owner,
annotated with advice. Over the course
of the seasons, she will revive the garden,
and draw from the earth the strength
to be reborn as well.

Marie-Pacifique Zeltner
rights@audiable.com
06 22 05 19 78

[
]
AU DIABLE
VAUVERT

[ LE SANG DES BÊTES ]

THE BLOOD
OF BEASTS

LA LAUNE 30600 VAUVERT france
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Au diable vauvert publishes voices of our time. Most
of our books are adapted into movies and our writers
are famous for their cinematographic approach to
storytelling.

Thomas Gunzig

USUAL
VICTIMS
Gilles Vincent

8

Tom is a sales manager in a shop
for bodybuilders. Reaching his fifties,
he is totally despressed. When he saves
a woman from the hands of the brute,
he brings her to his home, Tom throws
everyone’s lives into disarray.
Who is this mysterious woman
who pretends to be a cow in
the body of a woman ?

High in the Pyrénées, four women
are found dead in the premises of
Titania, an online shopping multinational.
The inevitable law of series, exceptional
professional pressures or private lives
tending towards chaos ? A psychological
thriller set in the world of multinationals
and the darkweb.

[
juliette.trolez@auzou.com
01 81 70 44 01

[ LES SEMBLABLES ]

THE SIMILARS

Independent and family house, AUZOU,
4 youth publisher in France, is a key player
in children’s publishing industry thanks
to a varied and constantly evolving catalog
and focuses on the constant research
of innovative projects.
th

24-32 rue des amandiers
75020 paris france
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Juliette Trolez

]
AUZOU
Christine Féret-Fleury
Geneviève Lecourtier

Niù, lives in the center, raised out of reality
on an island surrounded by barbed wire.
Timéo, can’t stand the absences of
his father, who works on an island that
doesn’t even exist on the World map.
Two antagonistic life, which will be
linked when Timéo will intercept
a secret communication...

[ L’ACADÉMIE DES GÉNIES ]

THE GENIUS
ACADEMY
Pascale Perrier
Véronique Delamarre
10

You’ve never heard of it?
That’s normal, its existence is
top secret! These four teenagers
are gifted (HIP), specialized in Criminology,
so talented that the French secret
services themselves requires their
skills to solve their most difficult cases.

Patricia Roussel

proussel@calmann-levy.fr
01 49 54 36 49

[
]
CALMANN-LÉVY

[ Respire ]

BREATHE

Calmann-Lévy, founded in 1836, publishes French
and Foreign literature, essays, thrillers, cosy crime
and regional novels. It is the third most important
publisher of general literature in France.
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21 rue du Montparnasse
75006 PARIS france
Niko Tackian

[ Le Carnet des rancunes ]

THE BOOK
OF GRUDGES
Jacques Expert

12

Disappointed with his life, and most
of all with himself and what he has
become, Yohan dreams of an escape
from it all. He wakes up on an island
where he was supposed to start over.
But soon, he feels watched, nobody
answers his questions. And more
importantly, it seems impossible
to leave the island…

Sébastien Duvauchel is a normal guy,
except for the fact that he doesn’t
forgive easily. All his life, he has been
writing in a notebook the wrongs that
people have done to him. And he made
himself a promise: once he turns 50,
he will make them pay. Now, the day
has come. And he is ready.

[ LE POIDS DES HÉROS ]

THE WEIGHT
OF HEROES

Casterman is the publisher of Tintin,
and other well-known IP, amongst them
The Snowpiercer, The Killer (in production)
or Adele Blanc-Sec. A catalogue rich
of graphic novels to discover.

CANTERSTEEN 47
1000 BRUSSELS belgium
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Sophie LEVIE

s.levie@casterman.com
+32 485 887 369

[
]
CASTERMAN
David SALA

David Sala has been marked very
early by the tutelary figures and yet
overwhelming of his grandfathers,
both of them war heroes and involved
in the resistance. Through glimpses
of bicycle races, the discovery of the
first pieces of US rap, or the early
days of artistic initiation, he recreates
an immersive coming-of-age.

IMPACT

Dany (40) ends up feeling forced
to go see a psychoanalyst. Jean is
retired and lives in a nursing home,
knowing he is terminally ill. But
he also wants to tell his story. One
night, many years ago, there was
a car chase and gun shots. Impact
is a gripping drama anchored in
contemporary society.

Gilles ROCHIER – DELOUPY
14

Susanne Bauknecht
bau@diogenes.ch
+41 44 254 85 54

[
]
DIOGENES
VERLAG AG

[ Ein Bild von Lydia ]

A PICTURE
OF LYDIA

Sprecherstrasse 8
8032 Zürich Switzerland
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Diogenes is one of Europe’s largest independent literary
publishers, home to bestselling authors such as Friedrich
Dürrenmatt, Patricia Highsmith, Daniela Krien, Bernhard
Schlink and Benedict Wells. Our roster also includes a
large collection of classics, art and children’s books.

Lukas Hartmann

[ Fast genial ]

ALMOST
INGENIOUS
Joachim B. Schmidt

16

Lydia Welti-Escher, a millionaire heiress
and daughter of the “railway king”
Alfred Escher, and Karl Stauffer-Bern,
a genius painter, have a scandalous
love affair at the end of the 19th century.
Lydia is married to the son of a powerful
politician and is prepared to put all
that at risk. It’s a story about the fate
of a woman who breaks with
the conventions of her time.

Francis Dean lives with his mother
in a rundown trailer park in New Jersey.
And it seems that his father is not some
loser who left his family, but a scientific
genius from Harvard. Together with
his best friend Grover, an eccentric
brain-box, and the girl of his dreams,
Anne-May, he sets off on a journey
to the West coast to find his father.

Éditions d’en bas is a Vaud publishing house
(Switzerland), founded in 1976 by Michel Glardon
with the support of other people including Gilbert Musy.
They publish works that bear witness to the “hidden
side of Switzerland”, and include literature and essays,
but also popular stories, testimonies and life stories.

Rue des Côtes-de-Montbenon 30
1003 Lausanne Switzerland

[ Fusil ]

RIFLE
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Arthur Billerey

billerey.arthur@gmail.com
076 701 78 50

[
]
ÉDITIONS
D’EN BAS
Odile Cornuz

[ Les rêves d’Anna ]

ANNA'S DREAMS

Silvia Ricci Lempen
18

The novel tells the story of
a united and then disunited couple.
Each chapter concerns this rupture,
by an object of this couple. A coin,
a beret, a brush and some souvenirs
give this novel a unique and original
rhythm: the writer Odile Cornuz has
turned here into a real antique dealer
of lost loves, starting with everyday
materials and objects to reveal the
inexplicable mysteries of separation.

Silvia Ricci Lempen’s novel evokes five
figures of women who spanned the entire
20th century. Federica, Sabine, Gabrielle,
Clara and Anna, both heroines of this novel,
testify to the difficulty of being a woman,
the prejudices and the injustices done to
them. These interwoven and intertwined
destinies are a reminder of how much
the problems linked to motherhood,
homosexuality and more generally to
inequality, have weighed on their lives.

[
Clélia Ghnassia

clelia.ghnassia@editis.com
01 53 53 37 70

]

[ Nouvelle Babel ]

PRESSES DE LA CITÉ
PLON

NEW BABEL

Plon: Since its creation in 1845, Plon aims to shed
a new perspective on topical subjects, while developing
a diversified catalogue of french literature,
ranging from epic sagas to gripping thrillers.

92 avenue de France, 75013 paris france
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Presses de la Cité: Founded in 1944,
Presses de la Cité publishes several best-selling
french authors, among which Michel Bussi,
second most read author in France in 2020.

Michel Bussi

Set in 2097, New Babel
is an ambitious science-fiction
thriller about a world transformed
by the democratization of
teleportation – of which utopian
peace gets disturbed by a strange,
unprecedented series of murders
committed by someone
who unexpectedly isn’t known
by the all-knowing world database.

GLEN AFFRIC

Karine Giebel
20

Léonard is a golden-hearted
giant whose difference makes him
the victim of playground bullies.
Both he and his brother Jorge will
have to face prison, loss, rejection
and cruelty. To survive it all,
they invoke a dream: leaving
to Glen Affric in Scotland, where
they could happily live in peace.

[
Alexandra Buchman

alexandra.buchman@editis.com
01 44 16 05 76

]

[ La Faussaire ]

BELFOND
LES ESCALES

THE
COUNTERFEITER

Les Escales: Since its creation in 2012, this generalist
publishing house has revealed new talents from all over
the world, such as Victoria Hislop and Karen Viggers,
now international best-selling authors.

92 avenue de France, 75013 paris france
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Belfond is a generalist publishing house, specialized
in french and foreign literature and mostly renowned for
its best-selling international authors such as
Douglas Kennedy and Haruki Murakami.

Patricia Delahaie

In this tragic and dark true-crime
debut novel, the author explores
the complex mechanisms of love
and destruction, and draws the
fascinating portrait of an ordinary
murderer: a modest country doctor
driven to the worst by the madness
of his mistress and the depth
of his addiction to her.

de la rue Cavendish
[ L’immeuble
– Les manigances de Margaux

]

THE BUILDING ON
CAVENDISH STREET –
MARGAUX’S SCHEMES

Caroline Kant
22

Léonard is a golden-hearted giant
whose difference makes him the victim
of playground bullies. Both he and his brother
Jorge will have to face prison, loss, rejection
and cruelty. To survive it all, they invoke
a dream: leaving to Glen Affric in Scotland,
where they could happily live in peace.

Elisabeth Ruge

eruge@elisabeth-ruge-agentur.de
+49 173 8736329

Katharina Vogel

kvogel@elisabeth-ruge-agentur.de
+49 157 73732086

]

[ DER FLUSSREGEN PFEIFER ]

ELISABETH
RUGE AGENTUR
GMBH
ERA represents ca. 200 authors,
specializing in book and film deals. The agency
has been affiliated with several prestigious
awards: Nobel Prize for Literature, Prix Goncourt
and Deutscher Buchpreis.

Rosenthaler Str. 34/35
10178 berlin Germany

THE LITTLE
RINGED PLOVER
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© Stefan Nimmesgern

[

Tobias Friedrich

The world is on its last leg, what will you
do to save it? Before his death, scientist
Jakob Richter manages to send documents
to his girlfriend Leela that show how
massive corporations are ruthlessly
pushing forward climate change. Leela
takes up the fight against these titans,
whatever the cost.

[ AUF DER STRASSE HEISSEN WIR ANDERS ]

HOW THEY CALL US
IN THE STREETS

Laura Cwiertnia
24

Whether in Bremen or Istanbul,
in Klara’s family of Armenian origin,
no one has ever known what it means
to belong. To disentangle the family roots,
she persuades her quirky father to travel
to Yerevan with her. There, between
Mount Ararat and pomegranates,
they find fragments of an unknown home.

[

[ Nos mains dans la nuit ]

HANDS
IN THE DARK

Founded in 1857, Fayard has a strong history
both in French and foreign literature
and in non-fiction. Fayard has several
imprints, among which
Mazarine and Pauvert.

13 rue du Montparnasse
75006 paris france
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Carole SAUDEJAUD

csaudejaud@editions-fayard.fr
+33 1 45 49 82 48

]
FAYARD
Juliette Adam

While Zoë, 20, should be enjoying her
youth, she is looking after her depressed
mother and brother. Until the day her
friend Emily returns after eight years
of silence. What happened to her?
Zoé will have to figure it out, as it’s
the only way for her to move forward
and to become an adult.

[ Le Botaniste ]

THE BOTANIST

William Icard, 40, is a botanist.
He has always defended the environment
peacefully. When his family and friends
living in the depths of the Amazon
were seriously threatened by criminals,
his position changes. William decides
to retaliate and to play hardball.
Does the end justify the means?

Jean-Luc Bizien
26

[ Le service des manuscrits ]

THE READERS’
ROOM

Founded in 1875, Flammarion is part
of Madrigall, third French publishing group.
It publishes around 700 new titles a year
ranging from fiction, non-fiction, children books,
art and illustrated books.

87, quai Panhard-et-Levassor
75647 paris Cedex 13 france
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Delphine de la Panneterie

delphine.delapanneterie@flammarion.fr
06 12 29 53 99

[
]
FLAMMARION
Antoine LAURAIN

In the early 1900’s, Belle Greene
became the founder of the Morgan
Library and the highest paid woman
of America, despite her secret
African-American roots. Belle Greene
is a beacon for all women in
their current struggle.

[ Vivre ]

TO LIVE

Elisabeth REVOL
28

The true story of Elisabeth Revol
summited Nanga Parbat, the killer
mountain, becaming the first woman
to climb it in winter. Her euphoria
will be short-lived as the adventure
would turned into a nightmare.
In her own words, Elisabeth tells
her tragedy from which his climbing
partner will not return.

[ Par la forêt ]

THROUGH
THE FOREST

Gallimard, created in 1911, has a catalogue
of more than 40.000 titles and a long history
of film adaptations with more than
300 motion pictures and TV production
already released and more to come.

5, rue Gaston-Gallimard
75007 paris france
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Frédérique MASSART

frederique.massart@gallimard.fr
+33 1 49 54 42 98

[
]
GALLIMARD
Abigail ASSOR

Griselda, a woman immigrant
from Argentina, drowned two of
her children in the bathtub. More than
a sinister news story, this light-filled novel
by Laura Alcoba draws inspiration
from fairy tales and tragedies, giving voice
to the people who were there that day - and the days that followed.

[ Antarctique ]

ANTARCTICA
Olivier BLEYS
30

A polar station in Antarctica.
Five men are charged with the mission
of maintaining Soviet presence in a desert
of ice. A murder committed during
a chess game creates a difficult dilemma:
where should the victim and the murderer
go when all that’s available is a shared
one-room dormitory and it’s
freezing outside?

[

[ Sangoma, les Damnés de Cape Town ]

SANGOMA,
THE DAMNED
OF CAPE TOWN

Editions Glénat is a key player in French publishing,
with more than 700 new products per year
in the fields of comics and graphic novels,
children’s books and illustrated books.

24 Avenue du Maréchal
de Lattre de Tassigny CS 80269
92772 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT CEDEX france
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Elisabeth KAYALI

elisabeth.kayali@glenat.com
01 41 46 11 35

]
GLÉNAT
Caryl Férey
Corentin Rouge

Cape Town, 10 years after the end
of Apartheid. As parliamentary debates
over land redistribution heat up, a black
worker is murdered in the vineyard of
his white bosses. Shepperd, a particularly
stubborn white cop, agrees to conduct
the investigation and soon finds
himself in over his head…

[ Ma vie posthume ]

MY AFTERLIFE
Hubert
Zanzim
32

Emma is a tough old woman.
One day at home, she is shot and
wakes up in a strange state: dead!
Having all the time she needs, she starts
reminiscing on her life and wonders
why she survived death, but her husband
did not? Who shot her? And most of all,
what will the neighbours say?

[
Leclercq Laurence

lleclercq@groupedelcourt.com
01 56 03 92 20

]
GROUPE
DELCOURT

[ LES REFLETS DU MONDE EN LUTTE ]

REFLECTIONS
OF THE WORLD

8 rue Léon Jouhaux
75010 paris france
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The Delcourt Group is the leading independent
French-language comic book publishing group,
and its dynamism has not wavered since the creation
of its eponymous publishing house in 1986.

Fabien Toulmé

This is the trips of Fabien Toulmé
to Lebanon, Brazil and Benin.
It relates three testimonies
of resistance to political, religious
or capitalist oppression.
This is the story of three wars,
three struggles of citizens
who have committed themselves
witch Women which occupy
a prime position.

[ Les Pizzlys ]

THE PIZZLYS
Eric Senabre
34

A comparative study between Parisian
taxi drivers (who use the GPS system)
and London taxi drivers, has shown
that use of the GPS reduces memory
capacity and creates cognitive
problems. Nathan is a Parisian
taxi driver who begins to feel these
troubles when an encounter
takes him to Canada.

Sandra Vets

sandra@hamleybooks.be
+32 474 12 83 90

[
]
HAMLEY BOOKS
PUBLISHING

TWISTED

After losing her unborn child
during a robbery gone wrong,
a young woman is no longer able
to distinguish truth from fiction.
She creates her own twisted
version of reality, unaware that
she is doing so. Her descend into
this self-created darkness,
turns her into a murderer.

Keten 91
2890 Sint-Amands Belgium
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Hamley Books is a young and dynamic
Belgian publishing house that specializes
in thrillers, feelgood, young adult and youth books.
Many titles have already been sold to international
publishing companies.

Joanne Carlton

MY TRUTH

Two friends, a dead bride,
two versions of the same event,
one unreliable narrator. This unique
reversal book allows the reader
to choose which version of the facts
to read first. But will the other side
tell a different story? In the end,
the truth will be revealed in
the middle of the book.

Sandra J. Paul
36

[
Lana Beckwith

lana.beckwith@harpercollins.co.uk
+44 7825 509661

]

THE SERIAL
KILLER’S WIFE

HARPERCOLLINS
PUBLISHERS
The News Building, 1 London Bridge Street
London, SE1 9RY ENGLAND
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With a history stretching back over 200 years,
HarperCollins is the second largest consumer
book publisher in the world, publishing around
1,500 books a year for readers of all ages
and interests.

Alice Hunter

Beth and Tom are the envy of
their neighbours – the perfect marriage,
house and family. When the police
turn up, Beth fears the worst.
But the worst is beyond imagining.
Soon, Beth is questioning everything
she believed about her husband.
They’re saying he’s a monster.
And they’re saying she knew.

TEN YEARS

Becca and Charlie have always
bickered, mocked and annoyed each
other. Until now. The death of their
shared loved one should mean they
can go their separate ways. But over
the course of ten years, Becca and
Charlie’s paths collide as they deal
with grief, love, and life after love.

Pernille Hughes
38

[ Et toujours les Forêts ]

AND ALWAYS
THE FORESTS

Éditions JC Lattès, which is open
to all aspects of contemporary culture,
has gradually emerged as a front-ranking
publisher of general fiction and nonfiction
in France since its creation in 1968.

17, rue Jacob
75006 paris france
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Lily SALTER

lsalter@jclattes.fr
01 44 41 74 31

[
]
JC LATTÈS
Sandrine Collette

When a devastating explosion burns
everything in its wake, one survivor walks
across a post-apocalyptic landscape
hoping to return to his grandmother,
and the Forests of his childhood.
By turns suspenseful, action-packed,
and thought-provoking, it is entirely
captivating and ultimately life-affirming.

[ Frangines ]

SISTERS

Adèle Bréau
40

Every summer, three adult sisters
reunite at their family’s home
in Provence. And after last summer,
when their father left their mother
for another woman, the sisters
are seeking tranquillity. But life
has other plans for them, as
this summer there will be shocking
revelations and life-changing joys.

Muriel Pérez

m.perez@keinundaber.ch
+41 44 297 12 22

[ ]
KEIN & ABER

[ Fremde Freunde ]

UNKNOWN
FRIENDS

Kein & Aber, founded in 1997,
is an independent Swiss publishing house
that covers the whole German market
and stands for literary and quirky stories
and beautifully designed books.
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Bäckerstrasse 52
CH 8021 Zürich 1 Switzerland

Max Küng

Three families together on vacation.
The invitation to a cottage in France
sounds perfect, even if the adults do only
know each other from parent’s evenings.
These unknown friends do only expect
a break from everyday routine. No wonder
that behind the façade of this perfect
holiday idyll, emotions quickly
begin to seethe.

[ E in kaltes Herz ]

A COLD HEART

Fabio Lanz
42

The Zurich police Inspector
Sarah Conti is called to investigate
a murder that is unlike anything
else she has seen before. The brutal
execution of a lawyer and member
of the establishment leads deeper
into entanglements of guilt and
atonement, offering an insight behind
the curtains of this prosperous circle.

Diez Solari Carina

carina.solari@lajoiedelire.ch
+41 22 807 33 99

[
]
LA JOIE DE LIRE

[ Sept roses rouges pour Rachel ]

SEVEN RED ROSES
FOR RACHEL

The publishing house was founded in 1987.
Our editorial mission is to nurture children’s curiosity.
We seek to publish works in search of meaning,
that question the world and jostle with convention.
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5 chemin Neuf
1207 genève Switzerland
Marie-Christophe Ruata Arn

[ Les mystères de la peur ]

MYSTERIES
OF FEAR
Bruno Pellegrino

44

Elena, 17, had planned to go away
with her friends but she has to
accompany her mother to Italy to settle
a family matter. Following the death
of her nonna, they have to empty and
sell the house. But nothing goes
according to plan. What secret was
the nonna hiding? Elena will find out.

Twelve-year-old Lou is fearless.
She does not recognise dangers
and is not aware of fear. To learn
to feel it, she stays in an institute
that welcomes children suffering
from various phobias. Together,
they go through all sorts of tests
to free themselves from their fears.

Jean-Laurent POITEVIN
jlp@lesnouveauxauteurs.com
06 34 18 64 46

[
]
LES NOUVEAUX
AUTEURS

ARMORICAN
PSYCHO

16 rue d’orchampt
75018 Paris france
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Publishing house created 15 years ago, talent detection
platform via the rating of manuscripts by independent
readers, more than 150 new talents revealed, organizers
of literary prizes with media group PRISMA.

gwenael LE GUELLEC

Yoran Rosko, a solitary
photographer suffering from
an illness forcing him to see
the world in B&W, investigates
the disappearance of his friend,
and finds himself confronted with
a mysterious killer, the “Salt Tailor”.
From Brittany to Northern Europe,
this will take him to a epic death trip.

DISPARITION
July 2018 in Paris. A technical hitch
in the subway trapped hundreds
of passengers and created some
panic between two stations.
In the meantime Celia is missing.
Her boyfriend Maxime immediately
searches for her down to catacombs.
An infernal chase begins through
a dark and dangerous world.

Nicolas NUTTEN
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Sophie Albers Ben Chamo
benchamo@agentursimon.com
0049 179 59 18 750

[
]
LITERARISCHE
AGENTUR SIMON

[ Der Wisent ]

THE WISENT

Kurfürstendamm 211
10719 Berlin Allemagne
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Berlin-based Literary Agency Simon was founded
by Alexander Simon in 1999. We represent a wide range
of fiction and non-fiction authors. In principle,
our authors keep their film rights.

Konrad Bogusław Bach

[ Im nächsten Leben wird alles besser ]

EVERYTHING
WILL BE BETTER
IN YOUR NEXT LIFE
Hans Rath
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Two almost-pensioners from
a village in rural Poland cross Europe
to follow Heniek’s wife and the money
she took from Andrzej. As they travel,
without a plan or money,
the anti-Europeans meet people on
the road, from a Swedish hipster
to disco-dancing German seniors.
And their views start to change.

Middle-aged Arnold wakes up
as an old fart in the future. He doesn’t
understand a thing as AI runs the new
world, and robots do the work.
His personal humanoid assistant –
an old model called Gustav, helps Arnold
to reconstruct his life that has been
a disaster. If only he could turn back time…

maylis@matrioch.fr
00 33 (0)6 02 17 66 26

[ Au café de la ville perdue ]

AT THE LOST
TOWN CAFE

BUREAU AUDIOVISUEL

Matriochkas
Founded by two senior leaders
from the book and film industries,
Matriochkas aims at developing and
negotiating audiovisual adaptation rights of
literary works, from novels to comic books.

Éditions de l’Observatoire
The ambition of Éditions de l’Observatoire is
to address a wide readership with books
that hold up a mirror to our society.
Our list welcome essays, non-fiction,
novels, narratives and literary testimonies.

Éditions De Borée
De Borée publishing house offers
a privileged literary space to promote
the heritage of our french regions
and cultivate the collective memory
through a contemporary reflection.

Éditions Stock
Founded in 1708, Stock is one of the oldest
French publishing houses. Stock publishes
multi-awarded French authors in
the prestigious series LA BLEUE, foreign
authors in LA COSMOPOLITE series,
as well as non-fiction.

23 rue de Miromesnil
75008 Paris france
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Maÿlis Vauterin

[
]
MATRIOCHKAS
Anaïs Llobet

[ tome I/tome II : Edmonde l’envolée ]

EDMONDE,
SOARING HIGH

Dominique de Saint-Pern
50

Ever since its invasion by Turkey
in 1974, Varosha (Cyprus) has been
a forbidden place, a symbol of
the division between Greeks and
Turks. The ghost seaside resort
is the setting of an impossible love
story which will haunt a Chypriote
family over three generations the
way the conflict haunts their island.

An icon of the 20th century, Edmonde
Charles-Roux was a Resistance
fighter, the director of Vogue, the
president of the Goncourt Prize, and
later Marseilles’ “boss”. A dive into
French fashion, literature and politics
for a TV drama or a movie between
‘The Queen’ and ‘Coco before Coco’.

Laurent Duvault

Laurent.Duvault@mediatoon.com
06 08 96 14 61

[
]
MEDIATOON

[ DÉsolation ]

DESOLATION

AUDIOVISUAL RIGHTS
57 rue Gaston Tessier
75019 paris france
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With 33 publishing houses in the Group,
Media-Participations is a graphic novels leader
(Dargaud, Dupuis, Le Lombard) and a traditional literary
powerhouse (Seuil, La Martinière, Anne Carriere).

Appollo (W)
Gaultier (A)

[ 60 printemps en hiver ]

60 SPRINGS
IN WINTER

Ingrid Chabbert (W)
Aimée de Jongh (A)
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To deal with his recent break-up,
Evariste embarks on a whim
to the southern Kerguelen Islands...
In this wild place, his tourist/scientific
expedition turns into a nightmare
when he is kidnapped by
a “neo-Prehistoric” tribe, which
seems to come from another time.

Josy is celebrating her 60th birthday
with her husband, children and
grandchildren. Today, she has chosen
to finally leave home... Despite
the incomprehension of her family,
she wants to start a new life.
And, despite the family pressures,
Josy is moving on, determined
to win back her freedom!

Kim Beci

kim.beci@mediatoon.com
01 53 26 11 67

[
]
MEDIATOON

[ L'ÉTERNEL FIANCÉ ]

THE ETERNAL
FIANCÉ

AUDIOVISUAL RIGHTS
57 rue Gaston Tessier
75019 paris france
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With 33 publishing houses in the Group,
Media-Participations is a graphic novels leader
(Dargaud, Dupuis, Le Lombard) and a traditional literary
powerhouse (Seuil, La Martinière, Anne Carriere).

Agnès Desarthe

Etienne declared his love for her
when they were four years old;
she rejected him. But for 40 years,
their paths have crossed again,
at different stages of their lives.
And if Etienne never remembers
her, she has never forgotten him...

[ LES SIRÈNES D'ES VEDRá ]

THE SIRENS
OF ES VEDRÁ
Tom Charbit
54

Juan Llosa is a techno DJ star.
But his life of excess and partying
catches up with him when, at the age
of 40, his mental and physical health
forces him into early retirement
in a country village. How can
he reinvent himself in this rural
community that is so alien to him?

Katharina E. MEYER
& Marie THIRIET
info@merlin-verlag.de
+ 49-(0)4137-7207

[
]
MERLIN
VERLAG

[ Die Männer mit dem rosa Winkel ]

THE MEN
WITH THE PINK
TRIANGLE

Andreas Meyer VerlagsgmbH + Co. KG
Gifkendorf 38
21397 Gifkendorf-Vastorf Allemagne
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Founded in 1957 and located near Hamburg,
MERLIN VERLAG is a small but important
independent German publishing house. Its program
includes international literature, plays and works of art.

Heinz Heger
(Pseudonym of
Hanns Neumann)

The true survival story of a young
gay man through World War II: interned in
concentration camps because of his sexual
orientation, he paradoxically manages
to avoid the worst persecutions and death
reserved to prisoners with a pink triangle
by accepting sexual relationships
with powerful men.

[ Feuerblume ]

FIRE FLOWER
Sanna Seven Deers
56

What was planned as a short break
in Western Canada turns out to be
the beginning of a fundamentally
new way of life: falling in love with
a First Nations man who make
her discover his culture and spirituality,
a young woman gives up her secure life
in Germany to stay with him
and face her destiny.

[
inga.semmingsen@osloliteraryagency.no
+47 95806134

[ Fiskehuset ]

THE FISH HOUSE

OSLO
LITERARY
AGENCY

Oslo Literary Agency is Norway’s biggest literary agency,
representing many of Scandinavia’s best authors
in the genres of literary fiction, children’s books,
young adult and non-fiction.

OTAVA BUILDING, UUDENMAANKATU 8
00120 HELSINKI FINLAND
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Inga Semmingsen

]

Stein Torleif Bjella

[ Ti kniver i hjertet ]

CROSS
MY HEART AND
HOPE TO DIE
Nora Dåsnes
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Acclaimed, bestselling novel about
two men who spend a week at a serene
mountain lake. An old man wants to teach
his nephew all about catching trout.
Every evening they set the nets, every
morning they draw them. But the idyll
surface is broken, and tensions rise
with the older man’s constant criticism
of his nephew’s failures – in fishing
and in life.

Multi-award-winning middle grade about
friendship, the first love, and finding your
place. Starting 7th grade is tough. Tuva’s
friend’s are hooking up, and she plans to
fall in love herself. Then Miriam shows up.
Can you fall in love with a girl and at the
same time love the most popular boyband?

[

EXUPERY
[ MUND
 ADAME
DIE STERNE DES HIMMELS

PENGUIN
RANDOM HOUSE
VERLAGSGRUPPE

Penguin Random House Verlagsgruppe is the Germanlanguage publishing group of the world’s largest trade book
publisher, Penguin Random House. With approx.
2.500 new publications annually PRHV is the market leader
in the German-speaking region, representing adult
and children’s fiction as well as non-fiction titles.

Neumarkter Straße 28
81673 Muenchen Germany

Sophie Villard

Set in 1930s Paris, the book tells the story
of Consuelo de Saint-Exupéry, the woman
who inspired Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s
The Little Prince. As an artist in her own
right, she struggles to step out of the
shadow of her famous husband – until
Antoine leaves on a fateful reconnaissance
mission over the Mediterranean in 1944…

[ TDIE REBELLIN UND DER DIEB ]

THE REBEL
AND THE THIEF

Jan-Philipp Sendker
60

]

MADAME
EXUPÉRY AND
THE STARRY SKIES
SHOOT THE BOOK! RENDEZ-VOUS 2022

Sema Kara

sema.kara@penguinrandomhouse.de
+49 89 4136 3216

]

The moving story of a forbidden love,
desperate courage, and compassion
in the face of catastrophe:18-year-old Niri,
and his family are living a modest,
but secure existence as employees
in a wealthy family’s villa. As the pandemic
arrives his family is made redundant
and faces abject poverty. Upon returning
to the villa by night to find food for
his family, Niri’s childhood friend Mary
is waiting for him – with a plan that
will change the city, and them, forever.

[
Sanz Grajera

fjsanz@planeta.es
(+34) 93 4928008

]

[ Últimos días en Berlín ]

LAST DAYS
IN BERLIN

GRUPO
PLANETA
Av. Diagonal 662-664
Barcelona 08034 ESA08186249 espagne
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Grupo Planeta is the leading Spanish
communication group with wholly family-owned capital,
a producer and distributor of editorial, news, educational
and entertainment contents for the Spanish,
Italian and Portuguese-speaking markets.

Paloma Sánchez-Garnica

At the dawn of IIWW, the specter
of totalitarianism is haunting Europe.
Yuri Santacruz and his family
are forced to flee Russia and separate,
going through an epic journey
around Europe of struggle and survival,
where love and hope will triumph
over the rage of XX century society.

[ Nosotros en la luna ]

US ON THE MOON
Ginger and Rhys meet in Paris
and fall in love instantly. However,
they are in different moments of
their lives to start a relationship.
Over five years of friendship at
a distance, via email, they will find
that their love is more powerful
than all the difficulties. In a millennial
Before Sunrise love story.

Alice Kellen
62

[
magalie@sfsgagency.com
+33 6 59 41 43 36

Rageot publishes fiction for children
and teenagers, written by contemporary authors,
mostly French. The Rageot catalogue is renowned
for its quality, particularly for novels for 8-12 year olds,
teenagers and young adults, ranging from realism to
genres such as investigations, thrillers and fantasy.

8 rue d’Assas
75006 paris france

[ LES TRIBULATIONS D'ESTHER PARMENTIER ]

THE TRIBULATIONS
OF ESTHER PARMENTIER,

TRAINEE WITCH - CHOPPED CORPSE
- SNGRY VAMPIRE
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Magalie Delobelle

]
RAGEOT
EDITEUR
Maëlle Desard

Esther Parmentier, a 19-year-old unlisted
witch, is hired for her first internship
in a very special agency... Fun guaranteed!
A fantastic page turner spiced with romance,
a narrator who is not afraid of the cold and
a host of supernatural characters, vampires,
werewolves, ghosts, in a tense investigation.

[ LE SECOND SOUFFLE ]

THE SECOND WIND

Gilles Marchand
Jennifer Murzeau
64

Intoxicated, poisoned, the Earth
breathes with difficulty. Ulysses and
Ava too. Will they find their second wind?
A rare literary object that flirts with
dystopia. An invitation to the reader to
consider the urgency of ecological issues
and to campaign to defend the planet.
The entry into Rageot’s catalogue of
two authors of general literature who
are as talented as they are committed.

[
Lucile Besse

Lucile.Besse@Robert-Laffont.com
01 53 67 14 28

]

Book 1 The court of darkness
[ Book
2 The court of miracles

ROBERT LAFFONT
ÉDITIONS

VAMPYRIA SAGA
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Robert Laffont and Julliard boasts a large collection
of bestsellers which have been adapted into movies
and TV-series : Papillon by Henri Charrière, The Planet
of the Apes by Pierre Boulle, The Wages of Fear by George
Arnaud and The Swallows of Kabul by Yasmina Khadra.

92 avenue de France
75013 paris france

]

Victor Dixen

In 1715, the Sun-King underwent
his transmutation into a vampyre,
thus becoming the King of Darkness.
Three centuries later, Jeanne, a young
commoner, helplessly witnesses the
massacre of her family. Seeking revenge,
she assumes a false identity to gain
the court of Versailles. How long
will she survive?

PARISBRIANÇON
During their journey on board
a night train, a dozen passengers
that would never have met under
normal circumstances get acquainted,
unsuspecting that some of them
will never make it to their destination.

Philippe Besson
66

[
Erler Elisabeth

elisabeth.erler@rotpunktverlag.ch
+41 44 405 44 81 (bureau)
+41 77 472 91 31 (mobile)

]

[ Tage mit Felice ]

ROTPUNKTVERLAG

FELICE’S POOL

Rotpunktverlag (since 1976) specializes
on political non-fiction, classy hiking books and
discoveries of contemporary literature.
It was awarded the Swiss Publisher of
the Year Award in 2011 and 2019.
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Hohlstrasse 86A
CH-8004 Zürich switzerland

Fabio Andina

[ Siebenmeilenstiefel ]

SEVEN-LEAGUE
BOOTS
Simon Deckert
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Felice, a ninety-year-old man from
a mountain village, climbs a steep path
every morning to bathe in an icy rock
pool. The Narrator, who has escaped
the chaos of the city, shadows Felice’s
life for eight days. The quiet life of
the village is only shaken when
Felice receives a mysterious letter.

Andrea is in her early twenties.
Her mom left the family, her dad
is an alcoholic. Andrea realizes that
in order to let go of her past, she has
to talk about it and come up with new
stories. She builds herself a fictional life
– and breaks out in her uncle‘s pickup
truck together with her brother.

[
Louis Bovet

lbovet@slatkine.com
+33 6 58 73 11 01

]
SLATKINE &
COMPAGNIE

[ Vert Samba ]

HORRORA
BOREALIS

3 Rue Corneille
75006 paris france
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Slatkine & Cie is a French generalist book
publisher located in Paris and founded in 2016.
An imprint of the Swiss book publishing house Slatkine,
it publishes around fifteen books a year.

Charles Aubert

Niels retired himself from the world.
Cut off from men and their madness,
he longs only for peace. But, next to
his home, the lifeless body of an oyster
farmer is discover, then a second one.
Niels finds himself involved in a sordid
affair that leads him on the trail
of a old local rock band.

HERESIX

Six enucleated men, with the word
Heresix engraved on their torsos, arrive
at a church, filled with members of the
police force, gathered to bury one of their
member. Maeva, a little girl, disappears in
a campsite and Alexia, an 18 year old girl,
suffers the worst ordeal for her birthday.
Two gendarmes and a cop try to piece
together this macabre puzzle, against
a backdrop of Cathar history...

Nicolas Feuz
70

Arthur Derrouaz

aderrouaz@steinkis-groupe.com
01 79 97 58 10

[
]
EDITIONS
JUNGLE

STARDUST

31 rue d’Amsterdam
75008 paris france
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Since 2003, Jungle is developing
its catalogue with new and original content,
in which you can find among others Mistinguette,
The Nightmare Brigade, and adaptations
such as Enola Holmes or Diary of an 8-Bit Warrior.

Ylya
L’Hermenier

[ Les Saveurs du béton ]

FLAVORS OF CONCRETE

Kei Lam
72

Thais lives with her grandmother in
a village often attacked by vandals ever
since the witches are no longer here to
defend it. Indeed, the locals would rather
pray and make offerings to the “Great
River” than call upon them. Yet, Lena
knows all about the numerous feats of
Stardust, a powerful sorceress who used
to guard the village before the witch-hunt.
Once she discovers a grimoire in a trunk
alongside family tokens and memories,
Lena takes it upon herself to secretly train
to become a witch as powerful as Stardust!

In Banana Girl, Kei Lam told the story
of her arrival in France at the age of 6.
Her new book tells the story of her teenage
years in the outskirts of Paris. After living
in maid’s rooms and sharing apartments
with other Chinese immigrants, Kei and
her parents end up buying a three-room
apartment in a town near Paris. Kei entered
Junior High and thus, adolescence and
had to learn the codes of her new world,
that of a cosmopolitan working-class suburb
of Paris. Kei gives a voice to the invisible
and explores the daily lives, dreams and
ambitions of these children of immigrants
who grew up in these suburbs.

CEO
tina@sulakauri.ge
+995 599 78 25 80

Maka Shulaia

Rights Manager
m.shulaia@sulakauri.ge
+995 592 25 25 00

Sulakauri Publishing is the leading general
publisher in Georgia since 1999. Among others
it has a very strong list of contemporary
Georgian fiction by internationally
acclaimed award-winning authors.

150 D. Agmashenebeli ave.
0112 Tbilisi Georgia

CUPID AT THE
KREMLIN WALL
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Tina Mamulashvili

[
]
SULAKAURI
PUBLISHING
LLC

Aka Morchiladze

THE
LITERATURE
EXPRESS
Lasha Bughadze
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The Soviet Union, the late 1930’s.
A retired police officer is arrested in Tbilisi.
To resque him his wife, a revolutionist
and suffragist Musya, decides to take
a risky and dangerous journey to
the Kremlin, Moscow to her old friend
Stalin, who in his early years was
hiding at her father’s place.

A group of European writers
are invited aboard to a specially chartered
train. The novel tracks their progress
across the European cities and depicts
the characters, interactions, hidden motives
and love affairs of those who are supposed
to get the inspiration from this
unprecedented journey.

Laurie Jesson
laurie@rightstory.fr
06 17 71 56 55

[ ]
TALENTS
HAUTS

[ Les immémorants ]

THE
IMMEMORIALS

RIGHT STORY, 85 rue de la fontaine au roi
75011 Paris france
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Created in 2005, Talents Hauts is an independent
publisher committed to gender equality in children’s
books and has proven to be a leader in addressing today’s
debates and raising them in children’s literature.

Solène Ayangma

[ La bonne aventure ]

THE FORTUNE
TELLER
Fabrice Collin
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You are an immemorial. Following a
laboratory accident, you lost your ability to
save any new memories. This unsettling
message is heard every morning by the
30,000 immemorials living in the Institute
for 10 years, until 4 of them are abducted.
A suspenseful dystopia where Gattaca
meets Orphan Black.

Ombline lives by herself in Montmartre.
While a fortune teller advises her to live
more fully, she receives an anonymous
letter asking her to take care of her
sleepwalking neighbour who regularly
ends up on the roof… A dreamy and
elegant novel in an Amélie Poulain
atmosphere.

[
kinga@trames.pro
06 70 72 17 63

[ Gueules d’ombres ]

SHADOW HEADS
In a fictional land at war, Carlos Tunay,
a soldier, is in a coma. His identity remains
a mystery. Inspector Plant travels across
the country to meet the wives, lovers,
mothers, sisters of the missing ones
and unravel the mystery. The tales
of the women allow him to put the puzzle
together. A fascinating investigation
with very strong secondary characters.

TRAMES is a literary agency for publishers
and authors, founded in 2018. It represents
successful authors as well as new talents
and collaborates with several publishing
houses among which La Manufacture de Livres

52 rue Galande
75005 paris france
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Kinga Wyrzykowska

]
TRAMES
Lionel Destremau

[ Le tableau du peintre juif ]

THE JEWISH
PAINTER’S PIECE

Benoît Severac
78

Stéphane Milas has inherited a painting
by Trudel, a jewish artist killed by
the Nazis. When Stéphane goes to Israel,
he is imprisoned : his family is suspected
of having denounced the painter and
stolen his work. This breathtaking novel
with a final twist takes us into the troubled
past of a French family and on the trail
of the Trudel couple.

VAN LONDEN
& KO
koster@dayonelegal.nl
+31 6 53 53 85 76

Dorien van Londen

dorienvanlonden@gmail.com
+31 6 21 824 000

THE NIGHT SHIFT

At Van Londen & Ko,
Dorien van Londen & Charissa Koster
closely work together as filmrights
agents (while Charissa is a media lawyer
as well) all over the world, having
represented many authors, publishers,
television presenters and production
companies, exploring and representing
their works and interests.

Nordereinde, 293
1243 JX ‘s Graveland Pays-Bas
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Charissa Koster

[ DE NACHT DIENST ]

Nova Lee Maier

The Night Shift opens with
a midnight visitor who demands help
for an emergency. When veterinarian
and single mom Emma opens the door,
she is ambushed by two masked men
forcing her to save their friend,
who was shot in his chest and is
fighting for his life. Emma tries
her best but the man dies..

[ IJSENGEL ]

ICE ANGEL
Rasmus is an eighteen-year-old
tramp in Gothenburg. Rasmus comes
up with a plan to never have to sleep
outside again: kidnapping media
magnet Berndt Müller for ransom.
He teams up with his friend Mikkel
and Tore, a shady figure with
a criminal past..

Nathalie Pagie
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Founded in 1998, the agency is uniquely positioned
in the marketplace. We represent properties
with international potential.

Via Cenisio 16
20154 Milano Italy

[ 40 CAPPOTTI E UN BOTTONE ]

40 COATS
AND A BUTTON
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MARTA MAGNOLFI

marta@vickisatlow.com
+39 3663016587

[
]
VICKI SATLOW
LITERARY
AGENCY
Ivan Sciapeconi

[ LE PICCOLE LIBERTA ]

SHAKESPEARE
IN PARIS
Lorenza Gentile
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The story of an Italian town that made
heroic choices during the Nazi occupation.
Seen through the eyes of an insightful
ten year old Jewish boy from Berlin
who assists the town Priest and
eight seamstresses in their ingenious
escape plan. Inspired by a true story
of the 73 children who survived.

At her Aunt’s request, a young
woman from Italy falls under the spell
of a motley group of bohemian readers,
living at the infamous Shakespeare
& Co bookstore in Paris. Her certainties
unravel when she realizes that her
truant Aunt Vivienne holds the key
to a family secret.

